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tioll by such agencies as birds; for etample, the Cher
ries and many other fruit-bearing trees and shrubs of 
this charadeI'; and a very pr·ett.y example is that of 
the common species of Magnolia, where the brilliant 
rer! seeds are held suspended on delicate threads so 
that t.bey will be readily seen and can be easily de
tached by a visiting bird, thus insuring the distribu
tion of the plant over wide areas. 

Water is also an important agent in the tr'l.nsporta
tion of seeds, not only by the water itself, as in the 
case of our river systems, but also through the agency 
of the birds, which, in their migrations, follow tbef\p 
natural lines of flight. This is very nicely shown 
along the Susquehanna River, where many !Species lIf 
northern and southern plants are intermingled-the 
northern plants having been tramported there through 
the agency of the spring and summer freshet.s and the 
southern species bv the agency of the bird,: t.raveling 
nOl-thward in their spring migrations. Here we see 
one of the southern species of magnolia-the Magnolia 
umbrella-which has undoubtedly been introduced 
through the agency of the birds m their migration; 
and its most northern limit is attained along this river 
some ten lIliles below Colulllbia, where the plant is 
abundant in the ravines along the river shore. its 
white trunk and large leaves giving quite a tropical 
aspect to the woods. The numerous small islands 
whi('h abound through the lower portion of the Sus
quehanna River form radiating places for tbe lodg-
mellt and distl'ibution of seeds of plants brought from 
above by the freshets; &nd at Mcnall's Ferry, at the 
portion where the natives of the region say" the river 
turns on its edge," we see many northern plants, not
ably some of the mountain species of pine and laurels, 
rhododendrons, growing in considerable abundance 
and luxuriance. At this particular point the river is 
but a few hundred yards in width ;whilp. some fifteen 
miles above. >It Columbia, the river stretches out to a 
mile or more from shore. to shore; and this. particular 
point is yearly one of the places where the river gorges 
in its .. pring ice freshets. The small ponds which are 
also abundant along the river bottoms are occupied 
with plants both northern and southern in their origin, 
as well as those which belong naturally to tbis region; 
and these are undoubtedly introrluced in the ways above 
referred to, eithe:r:. by t.he agency of the birds or by the 
freshets in the spring and summer, when they become 
a part of the river channel. 

. 

EAR'rHWORMS. 

By M. C. HOLMES. 

EARTHWORMS, our little friends of the garden, field. 
and llleadow land, play a far Hlore important part in 
the earth's hi .. tory than we would suppose. We know 
them as tilllid little creatures, unprepossessing in ap
pearance, that live in burrows in the ground which 
they rarely ever leave in the daytime, yet the work 
which they accomplish is stupendous, while their life, 
habits, and structures are filled with great interest_ 

Earthworllls consist of froIll one hundred to two hun
dred cylindrical rings or segments, the dorsal surface of 
which is of a brownish red colol", slightly iridescent. 
wbile the ventral surface is lighter in color and more 
iridescent. These segments are furnished with bristles 
or setae, also called locomotor spines, which are ar
ranged in four longitudinal rows along the ventral sur
face, two rows where the dark dorsal shades off into 
the light ventl'al, and two along the ventral surface 
near the median line. A small lens is necessary to see 
these setae, but they can be easily felt by rubbing the 
fingers along the body of the worm from the posterior 
to the anterior end_ The first segment is not a com
plete ring, but forms a projecting lobe or lip. The suc
ceeding rings are complete and alike as far as the ninth 
segment. The ventml portions of the ninth, tenth, 
and eleventh segments are thickened to form white 
glandular prominences. Segments twenty-nine to 
thirty-six form the girdle, and from the thirty-sixth 
they decrease in width to the posterior extremity of 
the body. 

The body cavity, except in the posterior segments, 
contains a milky fluid consisting of coagulable albu
minous plasma which contains a number of tl'anspar
ent granular corpuscles, also a great IIIany foreign 
bodies, broken setae, parasitic infusoria, etc. 

Very imperfectly separating the body into cavities 
uniting with the integument, and surrounding the 
digestive tract, are the muscular partitions or dia
phragms. 

The digestive tract is a nearly straight tube extend
ing along the median line of the body froUl the anterior 
to the posterior end. (This is illustrated in l<'ig. 1, 
which shows its dorsal surface, while 1!'ig. 2 represents 
the digestive tmct alone, showing the ventral surface.) 
First we have the pharynx (Fig. 2 a), a broad muscu
lar organ extending frolll the second to the seventh 
segment. From the pharynx radiating muscular fibers 
extend outward, binding it to the integument. At 
about the third segment are the supra-esophageal gan
glia, two pear-shaped bodies on the dorsal surface of: 
the pharynx (Fig. 1 a). The esophagus is' a thin-: 
walled tube from about the eighth to the sixteenth" 
segments (Fig. 2 b). At the tenth and elevent.h seg-' 
ments are vascular pouches or glands (Fig. 2 c) which 
secrete carbonate of lime, called calciferous glands and 
esophageal glands. 'rhese glands aid in the process of 
digestion, it is thought, by extracting from the food 
which worms eat any lime it may contain. At about 
the sixteenth segment is the crop. a muscular organ 
(Fig. 2 d). Succeeding the crop is the gizzard, a fil'm
walled cylindrical chamber (Fig. 2 e). Following the 
gizzard is the intestine, which passes to the posterior 
end of the body (Fig. 2 f). The walls of this organ are 
very much folded or succulated, especially in the ante
rior portion, its dorsal surface is covered by a layer of 
brownish green glands called hepatic glands, these are 
very delicate and easily ruptured. They also surround 
the dorsal blood vessel as far forward as the esophagus. 

The dorsal bloodvessel extends along the digestive 
tract in contact with its walls, but as a distinct vessel, 
froUi its posterior end to the anterior end of the esopha
gus (Fig. 1 f), where it divides into smaller vessels which 
ramify upon the pharynx. It also gives rise to small 
lateral vessels which supply the muscular partitions, 
integument, and digestive organs. Its main trunk 
dilates and contracts at intervals, but no part of it is 
Ulodified to form a. special pulsating organ, 

The nervous system is very well developed. The 
cerebral ganglia are situated on the dorsal surface of 
the pharynx (Fig. 3 a). From each half of the cere· 
brum a nerve may be traced forward which divides 
into smaller nerves that pass to the anterior segments 
(Fig. 3 b). From the outer portion two COillmissures 
(Fig. 3 0) pass outward and downward around the 
pharynx, forming the esophageal collar and uniting 
with the ventral nerve chain. From this collar four or 
five nerves supply the pharynx, also a number of nerve 
fibers branch off to the muscles of the fourth segment 
(Fig. 3 d and e). The ventral nerve chain consists of 
two cOlllmissural cords side by side in contact from the 
fourth to the last segment. Along this chain at each 
segment are ganglionic enlargements (Fig. 3 g). In each 
ganglia posterior to the third a pair of nerves originates 
supplying the muscles and viscera of each segment 
(Fig. 3 h). In the cormnissUl'es anterior to the ganglia 
arise a pair of nerves which pass to the posterior face 
of the muscular partitions. 

The anterior portion of the body is very sensitive; 
for instance, if the anterior portion is shaded, rays of 
light Illay be concentrated on the posterior without 
p!'Oducing any effect, that is, the worms will not retI'eat 
into their burrows or show any signs of uneasiness, but 
concentrate the rays of light on the anterior portion, 
and a rapid retreat is the result. 

Worms are destitute of eyes, but can distinguish be
tween darkness and light; in fact, they are very sensi
tive to light. Suddenly bringing to bear on them the 
light of a lantern caused them to rapidly retreat into 
their burrows. Making the light to gradually shine on 
them caused nnea.siness, sometimes retreat, though not 
generally. The light of a candle in most cases caused 
a retreat, but sometimes only produced restlessness, in 
which case the worms would raise the anterior portion 
of their bodies from the ground and wave it gently to 
and fro. The sudden lighting of a match caused them 
to quickly retire into their burrows. 

Worms are more sensitive to light than to different 
degrees of heat, 'rhey were indifferent to the heat of 
a red hot piece of iron when it was held quite near 
their bodies, though at times when it was only held 
near enough to allow a slight degree of heat to be per
ceptible they would immediately withdraw into their 
burrows. A lighted match, when its light did not 
alarm them, could be held so near their bodies as 
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they became restless and uneasy, appearing more so 
when the ammonia was near. No doubt this uneasi
ness was caused by the initation of their' skins pro
duced by the ammonia and turpentine; howevel', when 
cabbage leaves were placed in the pots they were soon 
discovered, and when buried in 1'1'0111 one-eighth to It 

quarter of an inch of soil, were discovered and re· 
llloved. In burying the leaves, when the soil was 
watered and tightly pressed down over them they were 
not discovered, evidently because the cOlllpactnes� of 
the soil prevented the escape of any odor frolIl the 
leaves. 

The sense of taste is remarkably well developed, as 
worms seem to prefer one article of food more than 
another. They are fond of cabbage leaves, but seem 
to care more for half decayed leaves than for fresh 
ones. Bits of cabbage leaves and celery leaves were 
placed in the pots; the celery was first eaten, and a 
greater quantity of it consumed. Half decayed and 
fresh cabbage leaves and celery were put in; the half 

. decayed leaves were first eaten, the celery next, while 
the fresh leaves rellJained untouched for some days, 
Bits of onion and celery leaves were given them, and 
the former were first eaten. Half decayed cabbage 
and celery leaves were placed in the pots with bit-s of 
onion; the onion was first eaten, the others remaining 
untouched for some time, and then the celery was first 
attacked. Leaves of the carrot and beet were put in 
together and the carrot was preferred. Carrot and 
half decayed cabbage and beet leaves were given them 
and the carrot. was still preferred. Bits of raw llleat 
that were buried in the pots were soon discovered and 
eaten, then bits of fresh and putrid meat were put in; 
the putl'id meat remained untouched, while the fresh 
bits were soon consumed. Bits of fresh llleat and fat 
were placed in the pots; by one set of worms the fat 
was preferred, by the others the fresh meat. Worms 
seem to have a decided preference for certain foods; 
t.hey are fond of celery and onion, but seem to care for 
carrot leaves more than all others. The leaves of 
the wild cherry also form a very desirable article of 
food, in some cases preferred even to carrot leaves. 

With reference to their mental qualities there can be 
very little said; they are timid, and no doubt suffer 
pain when injured; they certainly enjoy the pleasure 
of eating', and seem to possess some social feeling, as 
they do not mind coming ill contact with each other, 
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almost to burn them without producing any effect. 
Hot candle grease dropped on their bodies caused in
stant retreat. Finding a worm out of its burr'ow in 
the daytime and concentrating the sun's rays on it 
through a lens at first produced no effect; in a few sec
onds it became restless and uneasy, and after about 
three-quarters of a minute had elapsed the worm beat 
a very rapid retreat. Pouring hot water on them did 
not in most cases disturb them; when it did, the disturb
ance was doubtless caused by the annoyance of hav
ing wat.er poured on them, and not by its heat. 

Worms do not possess the sense of hearing, as they 
were indifferent to shouting, whistling, and the shrill 
notes of a tin horn. In shouting, unless care was taken 
not to allow the breath to strike them, they would 
quickly retreat. 

They are very sensitive to the vibrations of solid ob
jects. 'I'he pots containing the worms were placed on a 
table, and the table was gently tapped with a ruler; 
this alarmed them, causing an imlllediate withdrawal 
into the burrows. Their perception of vibrations is 
certainly acnte, as in this case they had to be transmit
ted' through the saucers under the pots, through the 
bottollls of the pots and the soil in them before reach
ing the worms. Sometimes walking across the floor 
near the table on which the pots were kept caused a 
retreat. Rubbing' the fingers up and down on the 
sides of the pots alarmed them, causing instant with
drawal. It has been said' tbat when the ground is 
beaten worms will crawl out, thinking they are pursued 
by a mole. I have beaten the ground many times, but 
have not found this to be the case; even in digging for 
worms, unless the earth is disturbed beneath them, 
they will not crawl out of their burrows, but down 
into them. 

Earthworms are extremely sensitive to contact; a 
light puff of breath f!'Om the mouth caused an instant 
retreat, wbile gently fanning them caused retreat in 
most cases. Holding the faee near them and breath
ing in an ordinary manner on them always made 
them uneasy, and when this was kept up for any length 
of time caused them to enter their bu,·,·ows. 

The sense of smell seems to be confined to those odors 
belonging t.o articles used by them for food. They 
were indifferent to the odor of cologne when cotton 
pellets saturated with it were held near them. They 
wel'e also indifferent to am1ll0nia and turpentine, 
though at tiuJes, when �he cotton pellets saturated 
with these fluids were held quite near theil' bodies, 

and in cold weather a number of them will be found 
rolled up together in a ball at the bottom of the bur
rows. 'I'hey also have some idea of comfort, as they 
line their burrows with small stones and leaves; this is 
done no doubt to prevent their bodies from coming in 
dh'ect contact with the damp, cold earth. 

WorIlls instinctively plug up the mouths of their 
burrows with leaves, stones, and loose earth. '.rhe 
exact reason for so doing is doubtful. Darwin gives 
three: first, to prevent the entrance of water during 
heavy rains: but then he says, .. It IlIay be urged 
against this that. a few well rounded stones are ill 
adapted to keep out water." Then these pings may 
aid in concealing the burrows from aniIllals that prey 
upon the worms, eo they can more safely remain with 
their heads near the mouths of their burrows, a thing 
which they are very fond of doing. Or it may he 
these plugs are fOl' the purpose of checking the free 
ingress of the lower stratuIll of air when chilled by 
radiation at night. Darwin inclined toward this latter 
view, first, because worms kept in pots in a warm room 
where cold air could not enter the burTows plugged 
them up in a slovenly manner; second, because wonns 
often line the upper part of their burrows with lea\'es 
so their bodies will not touch the cold earth. But it 
may be possible that this plugging process serves 
all thl'ee purp?ses; however, worms � islike leaving the 
mouths of thelr burrows open. Durmg the autumnal 
and winter months these plngged burrows may be par
ticularly noticed as during the warm weat.her worms 
reopen the burr�ws, often. failing to close t�eIll for a 
long time, sometimes leavrng t.hem open untIl fall,. but 
generally closing and reopenmg them several tlllles 
during a season. 

During the daytime worms rarely ever leave their 
burrows, unless they are sick or during the pairing 
season, but they corne out at night, however, gen
erally remaining with their tails inserted in the months 
of their burrows, into which they qnickly withdraw 
when in any way alarmed. Sometimes they leave 
their burrows entjrely, as lIlay be seen by the worm 
tracks leading from them; these tracks are particu
larly noticeable when the ground is moist. It will be 
observed that these t.racks always lead frolll the bur
rows and never back to them, consequently it is in
ferred that when worms once leave their burrows they 
are unable to find their way back again and mnst make 
new ones, 

The great number of worms found dead after heavy 
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rains it has been thought werfll drowned in their bur
rows, but this does not seem obvious, as a number of 
worms kept in a pot containing' rather dry soil soon 
died, while tllose which were kept in a pot entirely 
/Submerged in water lived. These latter worms threw 
up a great lllany castings, plugging their burrows with 
these castings alone, as no leaves were given them 
which they could use for that purpose; certainly these 
burrows at all tillWS contained water. So the drown
ing theory does not seem correct ; it· is more likely, as 
Darwin has suggested, the worms were ah'eady sick, 
and flooding the ground only hastenen their death. 
One thing was noticed in regard to the worms kept in 
the water, the dark dorsal surface became very light 
in color and quite transparent. When these worms 
were removed and placed in a pot containing black 
mould, they eventually became quite dark in color 
and lost the transparency gained while in the water. 

Worms have two ways of excavating theiL' burrows, 
by swallowing the earth and by pushing it away on 
all sides by means of the pharynx. The latter is the 
usual way employed by them for this purpose; they 
push the thin anterior end of the body into a little 
hole or crevice in the ground; this acts like a wedge; 
then push forward the pharynx, which expands and 
pushes the earth away on all sides; in this way a wonn 
placed on loose mould will bLUY itself in less than five 
minutes. '\Then the mould is compact. the excavating 
is done slowly, and when very compact the hurrows 
are made by means of swallowing, and then the process 
involves, not minutes, but hours. 

Wonn bUITOWS are quite deep, extending down 
several feet below the surface; they generally run per
pendicularly, though sometilLles are slightly oblique, 
ending in an enlarged chamber which is sometillles 
lined with withered leaves and often contains tiny 
stones and plant seeds. The sides of the burrows are 
lined with a layer of fine earth ejected by the worms 
which has become hard, forming a cement, thus mak
ing the walls quite firm. A great quantity of earth is 
swallowed by WOL'ms as food; they extract froLl) it any 
nutritiom; JlIatter it may contain, and after the food 
matter is extracted eject the earth, forming the well 
known worm casting. A great many castings al'e 
formed when worms deepen the burrows, as the further 
down they go the more compact the earth becomes, 
and tire exeavating must then be done by lIIeans of 
swallOWing. 

In ejecting these castings worms perform their great 
work in the formation of our well known vegetable 
mould. They have played a prominent part in the 
burial of old buildings, and have been the means of 
preserving JlIany ancient objects, such as stone imple
ments,. arrowheads, etc. 'l'his subject is fully detailed 
by Darwin in his" Vegetable Mould and Earthworms.'l 
Certainly worms can cover objects in a remarkably 
short time; of course my obset'vations in this matter 
have been restricted to small objects buried by worms 
kept in cOf.finement. A small piece of wood one inch 
square and a little more than an eighth of au inch 
thick was buried by two rather small worms in four 
days. A large geranium leaf was buried in six days, 
and after the seventh more than half of the stem was 
covel·ed. Worms can throw their castings quite a dis
tance; this of course depends on the condition of the 
soil; if moist, the castings are ejected in little spurts, 
when dry the ejecting is done slowly and with a �pir'al 
movement. Two worms in a pot containing an um
brella plant which was kept in a glass bowl. the edge 
of which extended two inches beyond the edge of the 
pot, would eject theil' castings with such force as to 
throw them beyond the edge of the bowi on to the 
table on which the plant stood. The earth in this case 
was very moist and therefore easily ejected. 

The idea that worms injlll'e plants does not seem to 
me a correct one, as in every case in which pots con
taining growing plants weL'e tenanted by worms the 
plants were not at all injured. It was noticeable that 
when the soil in the pots was kept clear from withered 
leaves the surface soon became covered with castings, 
showing that the worms were subsisting on the nutri
t10US matter contained in the earth, while in the pots 
where leaves were allowed to remain very few castings 
were ejected, the worms using the leaves for food. 
This certainly would indicate that worms do not gnaw 
the roots of plants. 

A UTOMO BILES IN PARIS. 
ON East.er Sunday (April 2, 1899) the first installment 

of automobile cabs was placed at the disposal of tHe 

abling them to travel from 60 to 80 kilometers (37 to 49 
miles) without recharging the batteries. 

'l'he tariff varies according to the num ber of persons. 
For one or two passengers, the ordinary cab fare is ap
plied, viz., 1'50 or 2 francs (28'9 or 38'6 cents) per hour; 
for three persons, 2 francs the journey; a,nd four per
sons, 2'50 francs (48'2 cents). Between 12:30 and 6 A. M. 
the rate is 2'25 or 2'50 francs (43'4 or 48'2 cents) the 
journey ; and 2'50 to 2'75 francs (48'2 to 52'8 cents) per 
hour, according to the num ber of passengers. Fares 
beyond the fortifications will be 25 centimes (4'82 cents) 
above the existing rate for ordinary cabs. 

The eventual adoption of automobiles for gelleral 
nse in Paris, as well as throughout Fr,Q,nce, seems to be 
a foregone conclusion; but there is no doubt that the 
tremendous speed at which private individuals with 

FIG. 1. 

ous one that would travPfse the primary wire of the 
coil, if such an apparatus were not used. Numerous 
mechanical systellts have been devised for obtaining 
frequent and rapid interruptions, and among these 
may be mentioned trelllblers. Unfortunately, tremblers 
giving frequent interruptions do not produce rapid 
ones, and those that produce rapid ones do not furnish 
them with sufficient frequency. In such cases the coil 
is not weI! utihzed, since the interruption of slight 
rapidity reduceti the secondary tension, and that of 
slight freq uency allows a relati vely lengthy period of 
time to elapse between the Succf'ssive sparks. 

Such inconveniences have made themselves particu
larly felt in radiography through an increase in the 
time of exposure, and in radioscopy through furnish
ing macled images upon the fiuorf'scent screen. So 

FIG. 2. 

FIG. 1.-The Wehnelt Electrolytic Interrupter. FIG. 2.-The D'Arsonval Arrangement for Currents of 
Great Frequency Applied to a Small Induction Coil Operating with the Wehnelt Interrupter. 

their motor tricycles and other experimental auto
mobiles dash ahout the streets has had a tendency to 
discourage the adoption of automobiles by those who 
would otherwise make purchases. 

By daily observation in Paris, it is easy to see that 
improvements are constantly being made in doing 
away with the objectionable odors, excessive vibration, 
and noise. 

'I'he action of the Compagnie Generale des Voitures 
in establishing the speed of its automobiles in the city 
at about 8 kilometers (5 mile�) an hour will diminish, 
if not avoid, the crushing of pedestrians and serious 
accidents. The element of fear being elilllinated, the 
introduction of reliable, and not too complicated, llle
chanism will certainly produce a new era in locomo-· 
tion throughout France. 

I Ulay state that an important and appreciated merit 
in the new automobile cabs is the brake placed in the 
interior of the vehicle, by which the passenger can not 
only check the speed, but bring the conveyance to a 
standstill independently of the conductor. 

In order to have the trial complete and obtain the 
consensus of public opinion, registers are placed at 
'each cab stand for such observations as individuals 
may see fit to make. It is the intention of the com
pany to daily increase the supply of vehicles, as may 
be justified by the demands of the public. 

THE WEHNELT INTERRUPTER FOR 
INDUC'l'ION COILS. 

THE X rays and wireless telegraphy have opened up 
a wider domain for the applications of the Masson and 
Ruhmkorff induction <:loil, the use of which up to 

manufacturers and radiographers were putting their 
wits to work to devise some mechanical arrangement or 
other to remedy such inconveniences, when Dr. A. 
Wehnelt, a scientist of Charlottenburg, Germany, in 
inventing the electrolytic interrupter to which his 
name will henceforward remain attached, gave investi
gators an ideally silllple and practical apparatus which 
is destined rapidly to supplant all others. 

Fig. 1 represent.s two very simple forms of this inter
rupter. Into a glass vessel containing acidulated 
water of a density of from 1'1 to 1'2 degree enter a 
plate of lead connected with the negative pole of the 
electric source and a glass tube filled with mercury to 
the extremity of which is soldered a platinum wire 
that projects a few millimeters from the bottom. The 
mercury is connected with the positive pole of the 
source by means of a copper wire that enters it; and 
in the circuit thus formed is interposed the primary 
circuit of an induction coil (the trembler of which 
has previously been prevented from operating) and 
an interrupter for opening or closing the circuit. 

In another arrangement (represented to the right in 
Fig. 1) the plate of lead is replaced by a bath of mer
cury a few millimeters in thickness into which enters 
an insulated copper wire bared at its extrelllities ir. 
order to form a contact with the mercury and a ter
minal. The tube may be straight or may contain 
one or two bends (in order that the platinum point 
may be directed upwardly) without the operation of 
the interrupter being modified by such arrangements. 
'1'he source with which the coil is connected may be a 
battery, a series of acculllulators, or a sector with 
continuous or alternating currents. The difference of 
potential may vary between 20 and 120 volts (our ex· 

ELECTRIC VICTORIA. ELECTRlC BROUGHAM. 

Parisian public, says Consul-General Gowdy, of Paris. 
As soon as they issued fl'Ollt the depot at Aubervilliers, 
they wel'e eagerly sought after, and gave most satis
factory results. The Ilulllber of these vehicles is daily 
being increased, and the Colltpagnie Generale des 
Voitures expects, after a month'� trial, to be in a posi
tion to judge of the convenience or drawbacks of the 
present t.ype of cabs. Impressiolls of the wood cuts of 
the two t,ypes at present in use I inclose herewith. 
These vehicles are provided with accuLUulators en-

present years has been limited to laboratory experi
ments and to the ignition of explosive mixtures in gas 
motors. 

But. the fact must be admitted that, in all the ap
paratus hitherto constructed, the interrupter has been 
the weak point, it having often proved inadequate to 
draw from the coil the power and the maximum ten
sion that the apparatus was capable of giving. It is 
well known, in fact, that the object of the interrupter 
is to convert into an jnterrurr�J current the continu-

periments have not gone beyond that) without the in
terrupter ceasing to work, provided that, between the 
self-induction of the primary cir'cuit of the coil, the 
length and diameter of the platinum wire and the 
electromotive force of the source, there be certain rela
tions of which the numerical values are as vet fixed 
only by tentatives. 

-

When t.he proportions are well established, we ob
serve, as soon as the circuit is closed, a violaceous halo 
around the platinum wire, hear a sharp strident noise 
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